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2020 Survey Results
24/7/2020 to 15/9/20
80 Responses

Willsbridge Mill Community Refresh is a Community Interest Company (CIC). Registered in England and Wales No. 08953440.
Registered Office: Willsbridge Mill, Willsbridge, Bristol, BS30 9EX, UK.
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About the Survey
Survey was located at
https://docs.google.com/forms/
d/1r_fQTwYvmY8elfVIR6iHd3rWFHTXpVpqd
ViNRK3kdY/
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Distribution
Links from
• Website
• Facebook
• Twitter
• Instagram
• Posters around Mill
• Article in The Week In
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RESULTS
Pages marked with an amber stripe contains text feedback
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TRAVELLING TO THE
MILL
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Events
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If you attended any of the above, have you any suggestions about
improving these events? 15 responses
• More local advertising
• No suggestions. I didn't realise so much happened
• Adevertise more widely
• It was great! We didn’t realise so many other events
took place

• Far too many ‘events’. local walk area, not a theme
park.
• free refreshments
• no
• None really as it can be difficult to get to some areas
• The only drawback to the mill itself is the access. It
is not accessable with my husband who now uses a
4 wheeled walker and to my friend who is in a
wheelchair.

• We didn't know about these wonderful events.
Advertising in the Week In magazine
• Advertise a bit more outside of the mill.
• Music, ambient lighting, bbq food, alcohol
• I didn’t know about any of these events. How and
where do you advertise these?
• Better outside lighting for winter events.
• I did not know about the above events. Please
promote more for adults.
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What kind of events would you like to see more of at Willsbridge
Mill? 27 responses
• Ice skating
• Interactive events for children
• Crafts
• Respect for nature

• More nature based activities for children. School visit
options
• Less events- quiet oasis in a residential area, no need
for noise and entertainment

• Information on industrial history of the valley
• Nature talks

• Would like a up date on what’s on

• wildlife events e.g. bee homes

• Happy to visit at quiet times.

• Home Ed days events iv not attended above avents as
we did not know about them :-( home Ed den billing
home Ed makes and do ie bird feeders ect

• More family friendly events
• Sounds fabulous to me. We'll look out for them.
• Just more of the above and maybe some craft fairs
• Litter picking and volunteering maintenance

• Spooky, nature trails and bands
• Evening dining with maybe live music
• Family nature walks or photography class
• Craft Fairs and In has crafts ie wood turners

• No more, thanks

• Wreath making, crafting for adults. Talks about wildlife.

• Nature awareness related events

• better advertising for the events you do have.

• More nature walks / talks

• Pokemon Hunting
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About your visit(s)
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What do you like about best about the Mill? What did you enjoy about your visit?

63 responses
• The walk around

• Position , coffee stop on walk , friendly staff

• Lovely day out with my wife

• Fairy garden

• The river decking, my children love playing in the
water

• Walking in nature including secret paths and water.

• Good food and drink and able to sit outside
• Paddling in the stream
• Walking

• Kids love to explore the stream and use different
paths
• We love the whole area, it is great for walking our
dog and wildlife spotting. We always visit the cafe
on the way around and the food and drinks are
always great with such friendly service.

• Good food and lovely surroundings
• We love the newts, the pond, the bath tubs, paddling
in the river, the walk through the woods, picnics
outside the cafe, the cafe.
• Nice quiet walking area
• The walks, river with the grandchildren ice creams/
coffee at the end. New fairy garden.
• The freedom to walk/walk the dog without worrying
about cyclists and the lovely scenery and wildlife
that is all around you. Just a fabulous chill out walk

• Playing in woods

• The peace and quiet and the wildlife

• The wildlife/nature (bees, butterflies, etc)

• All of it especially the wildlife & seating to sit & enjoy
watching & hearing the many birds there
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What do you like about best about the Mill? What did you enjoy about your visit?

63 responses

• Tranquility. Opportunities to see wildlife and nature.
Experience outdoor education for the children.
• I love the industrial heritage all round the trail

• It's a nice walk and easily accessible
• Its just a nice place to visit
• The nature and peace
• Great place to walk around

• Being in nature, looking out for wildlife and
birdwatching and enjoying flora

• Lovely space to walk and enjoy
• Lovely setting- I enjoy the walk there and back. A
good place to meet my friends for lunch.

• Peace and quiet, place to meet up with local
walkers.
• Comfortable seats lots of room, cosy wood stove in
the winter. The staff are really nice and helpful.
Nobody rushes you out, all this and in beautiful
surroundings.
• Surrounding beauty

• The woods & stream. Sculptures make it more
interesting for my toddler

• That local industrial building is preserved

• Was neglected a while ago. Now it looks well looked
after. Lots of families coming back

• Is history and nature reserve

• Peace and quiet
• Oasis of calm/nature in the city

• Nature walks
• the trees you need to plant more
• woodside walk
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What do you like about best about the Mill? What did you enjoy about your visit?

63 responses

• Free space to play run and walk florist school area
• Very friendly and helpful to disabled customers. The
loo is very and usable good too

• Friendliness and relaxation of the whole place.
• The open space. The adventures our grandchildren
can have with their friends. The wooded area. The
peace and quiet! The tranquil setting
• The vast variety of nature and the river

• The friendly staff
• Well maintained, lovely walk
• How close it is to our home and very peaceful. The
fairy grotto is amazing and my 4 year old and 1 year
old love it.
• Love being in nature, pond, pontoon and cafe

• Love just being outdoors nice to walk around and
imagine what it was like when the tram line was
working
• Clean Not too busy Feels safe
• The old buildings and the improvements to the
garden areas.
• Beautiful place! We love the new fairy garden, my
son was extremely happy.

• Beautiful spot and great that it’s continuing as a cic!
• Tranquility and wildlife. The new fairy grotto is
lovely. Bird boxes. Longbeach road car park. When
walking down to the mill one gets a nice suprise re
change of environment.
• Relaxed environment
• pond area and i LOVED the bath tubs
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What didn't you like about your visit? What could be improved on? 38 responses
• Dog fouling (theres too much of it!) & dog
walkers constantly letting their dogs off
their leads & not having much control when
dogs are called. I've seen dog walkers let
their dogs jump all over the conservation
areas & in the ponds. This is so wrong & I
find it off putting visiting the nature areas

• It’s lovely as it is just more information on
events
• Old Mill not being open
• Nothing

• We have been going for six years and it's a
favourite place.
• The amount of dog mess where lazy dog
owners don't pick up

• Work on the fairy garden , more opening
times of the cafe
• The only thing I don’t like is I’ve found, only
in the last year or two, is that some people
are cycling thru the Mill. I don’t think that is
fair or a suitable place to cycle. I gave up
walking on the ‘cycle’ path because there’s
no pleasure in walking when you’re
constantly looking over your shoulder to
watch for bikes!
• The paths could be improved including
steps in the summer the paths need to be
strummed regularly to inplrove the
walkways from stinging nettles etc
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What didn't you like about your visit? What could be improved on? 38 responses
• Nothing. I believe the group are constantly
working hard to improve the Mill. Love the
Fairy Garden.
• Nothing - Its all good
• Getting too urbanised. Signs, Locked gates,
Picket fences etc. Thought it was meant to
be a nature reserve.
• Too many developments and people using it
as a recreational area, which disturbes the
natural setting and increased litter
• Just the pram friendly ness of the paths but
then it is a wooded area
• A few cyclists zoom around, not great
around children and dogs. Dog litter.

• Loose running dogs. I live locally and a dog
owner and don’t walk my dog in the woods
due to the high number of loose dogs. I don’t
think dogs should be banned but I think it
should be a dogs on leads or walk them
elsewhere so that everyone can enjoy the
space.

• Dog poo
• Please stop over manicuring the area,and
trying to develop it. And please. - no new car
park, it’s not an entertainment venue, it’s a
gentle quiet oasis in a residential area.
• There's nothing I dislike
• No information about Mill and Dramway
history
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What didn't you like about your visit? What could be improved on? 38 responses
• Carpark is too far away if you just want to visit
the cafe
• Improved disabled access in the reserve from
School road, St. Annes Church via wider
maintained paths
• the access to the site getting there by road is
a nightmare
• we visit the mill all year round rain snow sun,
people /parents who visit the mill only on
sunny days who complain about our dog
being off the lead and expect us to give them
priority
• Extra wood up by forest school to play
with/den make natural twine available to play
with may b in a box so the children can cut it
off to use it like a bird box ripe set up

• Nothing comes to mind!

• very limited access to grounds with walker /
wheelchair
• Our 10 year old Grandson said nothing could
be improved! It's all perfect!
• Litter
• Limited seating
• Maybe signage for the walks a little better i.e
have a sign along the walk in-between the
main walk points

• cafe opening times. Especially during school
holidays. We come down so much during the
week but its never opened.
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What didn't you like about your visit? What could be improved on? 38 responses
• Greater hours on cafe be great. Be nice to be
able to come for breakfast. How about kids
nature group
• Signage could be improved
• Nothing!
• Dogs running free, dogs toilet left on paths.
• chainsaw sounds
• steepness of the hill down into the car park
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Your Social Media
Use
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Any other suggestions about how we communicate with you? 20
responses
Email
Advertising in papers
A monthly/quarterly newsletter via email
Local posters and facebook
Email mailing list would be great
Keep it up, thank you.
Email newsletter but not too often.
Announcements on a board.
• Monthly email newsletter via mailchimp
with news and events
• We would sign up to a newsletter if you
had one (by email). We seem to have
missed hearing about activity days. It
would also be handy to check when cafe is
open.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E-mail or newsletter
Leave it to us to ask if we need to .
leaflets and posters use the WEEK IN
Happy fun place to home Ed when it’s
quiet
Not really
Email would be good.
Email
Email, text
Notice boards near the cafe.
on community Facebook groups
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Volunteering
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Anything else?
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Anything else you would like to tell us about visiting the Mill or
suggestions for the future? 31 responses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I love it there, I think extra parking will be a real shame and spoil the feel of the place
The new car park is desperately needed
Love that the buildings are being used more again. Lovely to go for a walk and finish in the cafe
Respect the nature
Shop or merchandise to buy, mill in general or nature
Maybe an accessible toilet for disabled children and adults and weak bladders, available when cafe closed.
I love walking in the Mill, I think you’re doing a great job. Keep up the good work
Paths must be improved to make it safer
Led 60+ wildlife, tree/plant ID & photography walks as many men & women won't walk alone in woodland
at this age!
Please don't become another park. We bring our children for the nature. The cafe is an added bonus, but
don't want it taking over the focus of the site. Appreciate you like the revenue, but it's getting the balance
right.
Keep it a nature reserve, don't commercialise it and alienate the wildlife
Would love to hear more about the history of the mill. ?label the plants/ trees
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Continued
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

At Christmas the cafe was in the old building and you could see inside the old mill and look at the turbines.
Would be good to do this more. Maybe make a real model that shows how it worked.
Living locally I would like better publicity of events. We often hear music and bikes in the woods and have
no idea if they should be there? Also a contact number if we suspect irregular activity.
So much potential.......school visits, events venue....develop a business plan, be ambitious about
fundraising and it could be an even better and even more well used asset for the community of East Bristol.
I'd love to see funding to enable inner city children be able to come out and take part in nature activities
Have visited regularly for past 40 years, through times of neglect and revival. A bit concerned at the latest
attempts to over develop and attract visitors. It’s a local amenity, and it would be a real shame to lose its
charm though alcohol sales, car parks, events etc. The volunteers have done a good job tidying the area
but it’s getting far too manicured, sweeping up leaves last autumn - really?? Please, let the place breathe,
don’t turn it into a money making venue.
We love the mill and our children's children love it. Wonderful walk and place on our doorstep
Information boards about the history of the site
More people woud visit the cafe if parking was closer. It is difficult to walk back up the slope after your visit
when you are older
A regular book group would bring in custom in quieter times during the day
more encouragement of wildlife eg owl boxes/bat boxes/bird boxes
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Continued
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep p the good work and exhibitions
Although the paving area around the Mill and café are nice to look at and the planters at the front of the
café, the unevenness of the pathways around these makes it difficult to manoeuvre said 4 wheeled walker
and a wheelchair with ease. Pushing a wheelchair is NOT the same as pushing a buggy!! One smooth path
through would make life less stressful and less of a hazzard.
Our grandchildren and their 3 friends they meet there love it just as it is!
Futher workshop
Cafe opening times
Perhaps family’s could take turns doing litter picking. Be cool to have some hidden Gruffalo statues or
similar things to find you young ones
Hand sanitizer Outside water tap
More advertising. People still don't know where it is.
Lots of pokeman stops in the area so it is great fun

